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Harvestall rrh-nifmring
Straight Talk
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"The Harvestall is the most profitable
part of my operation "
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Some of these Harvestall owners will beat a
Special Noon Dinner Meeting near you soon.

Come and find out from them
how they are achieving great savings and

getting a better product too.
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"I get big energy savings •
don’t have to babysit a dr\

Aamon Stoltzfus
"It's really as simpleas tl

■ Harvestalt gives me a Pel
product for leas cost ”
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"Harvestall is a wise Investn
It's a real good farmer's bin
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If you are in the market for grain storage, you
can’t do better than Harvestall. The Harvestall
Grain Chilicuring system will save you!
• MONEY Savings in operating cost plus
reduced grain shrinkage (compared to heat
drying) will totally pay for the system in five
years or less in most cases.

For details & your free reservation
send in this coupon today to:

Advanced Ag Systems
R.D. 2, Box 174

Elversoh, PA. 19520
or call 215*286*9118

• ENERGY The Harvestall uses only
electricity, about VAkw hrs. per bushel. There
is absolutely no gas or oil to buy.
• GRAIN Because this is natural air drying,
there is no heat damage, and no shrinkage due
to loss of dry matter. Harvestall is slow and
gentle to the grain, just like nature. So you get
the maximum nutritional value.
• TIME Grain is moved only once, from the
field to the bin. At harvestthere isno bottleneck
resulting in a big saving in time and labor.
• AGGRIVATION TheHarvestall is so simple
it almost takes care of itself. It's virtually
maintenance free because the only moving
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Yes Count me in tor a FREE DINNER I’m also interested
in learning how my neighbors are saving energy and
getting a better product with their HARVESTALL
Systems
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